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Student Diagnosed with Meningitis 
: i t 
On Friday, February 9th, a CSUMB student 
living on Princeton Court in Frederick Park 
was diagnosed with a case of noninfectious 
bacterial meningitis. Another Frederick 
Park resident ca lled 911 Thursday morning 
after finding the student seriously ill and 
unconscious in his room. By acting quickly, 
the unidentified caller saved the student's 
life. Police and paramedics transported the 
student to Community Hospital of the 
Monterey Peninsula (CHOMP) immediately. 
The particular form of meningitis with 
which the student has been diagnosed can-
not be easily transferred from one person 
to another, however it is a very serious ill-
ness and is not to be taken lightly. The 
Otter Realm was assured on Saturday, 
February 10th, by a nurse at CHOMP that 
the student's condition has improved since 
being admitted to the hospital. This is 
good news, for meningitis is an infection 
of the brain and known to be lethal with 
the possibility of after effects including 
learning disabilities, hearing impairments 
and temporary loss of sight. 
The symptoms of this serious illness come 
on very quickly. They include a fever, bad 
headache, stiff neck, nausea, vomiting, 
lethargy and tiny red or purple-black spots. 
The bacterial infection causes inflamma-
tion of the membranes surrounding the 
brain and spinal cord. This disease effects 
about 3,000 Americans per year and caus-
es about 300 deaths. Meningitis seems to 
be on the rise, especially among college 
students since risky behaviors like exces-
sive drinking and smoking can lower the 
immune system. There are about 100 to 
125 cases of meningitis that occur on col-
lege campuses annually with 5 to 15 of the 
students dying from it. 
Because this form of meningitis is noncon-
tagious there is no reason to seek immedi-
ate medical treatment. Should you be con-
cerned about contracting meningitis call 
the Campus Health Center at 582-3965 or, 
afterhours, call Doctors on Duty at 883-
3330 (Marina) or 372-6776 (Monterey). 
Vaccines for meningitis are available at the 
Campus Health Center for the cost of 
$75.00. If anyone would like to know more 
about this disease call the TelMed medical 
information number at 624-1999 and dial 
extension 238. 
Otter Announcements 
Be sure not to miss ... 
"I Want My Home Back" 
- • Brian
Many students who voted yes on the could gather on even ground, have a latte, "The BBC was a place were we could build
Student Union Referendum to restore the a salad or a sandwich. The BBC was a place community, have events, it was the
Black Box Cabaret (BBC) may not get to to hang out and talk or just chill out and essence of t he CSU MB students co mmunity 
The Vagina Monologues February Basketball Double Header vs. enjoy the box by graduation . The last ren- read. It was also a place for students to We need to know if students still want it 
15th, 16th, and 17th at 8:00pm in College of Notre Dame ovation cost estimate of $600,000 has work, or play pool or dance the night away and they do so Farah and I will take that to
the World Theater. Tickets are Women's 5:30pm, Men's 7:30pm been upped to $727;000 which includes at Spin Cycle. Open Mic Night, for those the BBCPG so we can start the business
$3.00 Students $5.00 General more roof work, trim for the windows, who don't know, was an opportunity for plan." 
Public. Proceeds go to local orga- The first American woman in added sheathing in various areas, extra students to say anything or do anything 
nizations working to stop violence space, Sally Ride is coming to support beams under the flooring, patio they wanted such as skits, music, dancing, Former BBC employee, Dominic Mancheste 
against women. CSUMB Friday, February 23. She'll and deck work, and concrete access ramps, comedy, spoken word, etc. But since the took the stage and addressed the audiencf 
Come to the Tailgate Party and 
Basketball Doubleheader on 
Saturday, February 17th at 
4:00pm $5.00 includes "Carlos 
Lecture on "Our Future in Space" 
at the University Center at 
7:30pm. There will be a private 
reception at 6:30 pm. $100 for 
private reception and lecture, $30 
railings and stairs. All the above changes BBC closed down there have been murmurs at Club Fest on Wed nesday, February 7th 
need to be made before the BBC will be that there is no longer a place worthy of "We love the BBC, and we know you love
able to be reopened so it meets fire code, such activities. the BBC. I want my job back, I want my
safety and ADA regulations. family back, and I want my home back, so
The BBC coalition, currently headed by help us support the BBC." 
and crew BARBEQUE" and admis- for lecture only For more informa- In the spring of 2000 the BBC was closed Rebecca Rosenthal, has been doing all they 
sion to both games. (Students can tion: Please call 751-1858. due structural deficiencies. Prior to its clo- can to get the BBC back up and running 
use their meal cards) sure the BBC served many purposes. It was and the new estimated renovation costs are 
a place that students, staff and faculty just another hurdle to cross. Photo by Caroline Mustc 
In th is Edition: A Season for Spirit-3 I Diversity Days-4 I Ready2Net-5 I TAT-5 I Light at the End of the Tunnel-6 CSUMB's Undiscovered Dance Artist-6 
Dear All, 
In the coming months, I will again be partic-
ipating in a very special and powerful event 
to help raise awareness about AIDS. I am 
writing to ask you all to share this experience 
with me, either again or for the first time. 
In June, 2001, I will take seven days to ride 
my bicycle 580 miles from San Francisco to 
Los Angeles with over 2,700 other people in 
an event called the California Aids Ride® 8. 
We are riding to raise money for the San 
Francisco AIDS Foundation and the Los 
Angeles Gay and Lesbian Center in their mis-
sion to end the AIDS pandemic and the 
human suffering caused by AIDS. Together, 
we raised more than $11.25 million last year 
for individuals living with, at risk for, and 
affected by HIV and AID1S, and important 
AIDS prevention programs in San Francisco 
and Los Angeles. 
I have agreed to raise at least $2,700 in 
pledges between now and the beginning of 
the Ride on June 3rd. I need your help to 
meet my goal. I am asking that you make a 
pledge in the amount that is right for you. 
Please keep in mind how far I am riding, the 
commitment I have made, and how long I will 
have to train for this event! 
You have heard the numbers before, but it is 
easy to become numb to that information. 
Let's consider them again; AIDS has affected 
nearly all of us, having taken more than 
418,000 of our loved ones. In addition, it's 
estimated that over 1,000,000 are living with 
HIV right now in the United States alone. 
With your support, you can share with me in 
the commitment and hope to avert any more 
deaths caused by this pandemic and to help 
those who are in desperate need of care. 
If you decide to contribute, all you need to do 
is reply to this letter, and I will contact you 
and either give you a pledge form along with 
a stamped & addressed envelope for you to 
send into the California AIDS Ride, or you can 
simply log on to the San Francisco AIDS 
Project's Website and pledge electronically, 
using a credit card. I have set up the URL so 
that the pledges get sent directly to my 




The Black Box Cabaret is listed as coming 
back online in August of this year. 
Unfortunately for myself and many other stu-
dents, we will not be here to see the doors 
open again. Over the last few weeks, I have 
heard new students questioning what the BBC 
is, and was, and if they want to really spend 
their money on fixing the old Box. I write to 
you because this is the legacy of the stu-
dents. 
The Black Box Cabaret was the first true lega-
cy that CSUMB students started. This old army 
building was given to a few students to start 
a business. I don't think any of the staff and 
administrators that gave these students the 
space expected the project to work as well as 
it did. After a few years, we the students had 
a place to hang out. The great thing about 
this place ·was it was the only space on cam-
pus where everyone was equal: staff, faculty, 
students, and administrators. The problem
was that the BBC was so popular that every-
one was going to get something to drink, list 
to Open Mic, get lunch, etc. when it was not 
up to code. 
I hope this will remind everyone why we 
loved this place so much and let new students 
know more about our Box. There is no space 
on campus like the BBC. No other space could 
comfortably seat 150 students or have only 
10. I hope that the new students want to 
keep this legacy alive. The Box needs the sup-
port of the new students to reopen. When the 
BBC comes back online, there will be new life 
for the Box and for CSUMB students. The 
change excites me. The original students to 
this campus dreamed and started our Box but 
it will be the new students that recreate the 
BBC. It's hard to explain but I look forward to 
coming back to CSUMB to see the BBC and to 
see how the new otters reshape the old Box. 
I hope that the new students agree with all 
the students in 2000 to use their student fees 
to bring the Box up to code and open her 




Booking Of Property Without A Crime 
JAN 24 2001-Wednesday at 12:10 
Location: UNIVERSITY POLICE . DEPT. -
01-0038 
Summary: OFFICER WAS CONTACTED BY A 
CITIZEN WHO HAD FOUND TWO CAR CD PLAY-
ERS NEAR A GARBAGE CAN AT FREDERICKS-
BURG COURT. 
BURGLARY 
Unlawful Entry - No Force 
JAN 24 2001-Wednesday at 13:16 
Location: 203/RESIDENCE HALL 00-0039 
Summary: OFFICER INVESTIGATED A REPORT 
OF A BURGLARY IN WHICH $150.00 DOLLARS 
WERE TAKEN FROM A ROOM IN THE RESI-
DENCE HALL. 
BURGLARY 
Unlawful Entry - No Force 
JAN 24 2001-Wednesday at 13:40 
Location: 203/RESIDENCE HALL - 00-0040 
Summary: OFFICER INVESTIGATED A BUR-
GLARY IN WHICH $30-40.00 DOLLARS WERE 
TAKEN FROM A ROOM IN THE RESIDENCE 
HALL. 
INCIDENT 
Medical Aid/Injury Or Accident 
JAN 25 2001-Thursday at 13:15 
Location: 29/UNIVERSITY CENTER -
010044 
Summary: OFFICER RESPONDED TO INJURY 
CALL WHERE CITIZEN FELL AND CHIPPED A 
TOOTH DUE TO UNEVEN CONCRETE WALKWAY. 
INCIDENT 
Suspicious Person 
JAN 25 2001-Thursday at 13:55 
Location: FREDERICK PARK 2 -
Summary: A REPORT WAS RECEIVED THAT A 
WHITE MALE ADULT WAS KNOCKING AT A CIT-
IZENS DOOR ON GETTYSBURG COURT, THAT 
WAS A STRANGER TO THE RESIDENT. 
INCIDENT 
Assistance To Other Campus Area/Dept. 
JAN 25 2001-Thursday at 15:00 
\ • •, • • • 
Location: 204/RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: REPORT OF A VEHICLE THAT WAS 
SPRAYED WITH A FIRE EXTINGUISHER. NO 
DAMAGE DETERMINED. 
VC VIOLATION 
Other Vehicle Code Violations 
JAN 26 2001-Friday at 20:10 
Location: SCHOONOVER PARK 2 -
Summary: MOTORIST STOPPED FOR LICENSE 
PLATE OBSTRUCTION AND ADVISED TO COR-
RECT. NO CITE WAS ISSUED. 
INCIDENT 
Report Of Shots Fired 
JAN 26 2001-Friday at 21:55 
Location: SCHOONOVER PARK 1 -
Summary: OFFICERS RESPONDED TO REPORT 
OF SHOTS FIRED. THREE CITIZENS CON-
FIRMED HEARING SHOTS. UNABLE TO LOCATE 
RESPONSIBLE SUBJECTS 
VC VIOLATION 
Suspended Or Revoked License 
JAN 27 2001-Saturday at 00:55 
Location: IMJIN ROAD 010045 
Summary: OFFICER ARRESTED MOTORIST FOR 
VIOLATION OF 14601 (SUSPENDED DRIVERS 
LICENSE). VEHICLE WAS STORED. 
. VC VIOLATION 
Driving The Wrong Way On One Way Street 
JAN 27 2001-Saturday at 12:35 
Location: FREDERICK PARK 1 - U24336 
Summary: MOTORIST CITED FOR THE ABOVE 
VIOLATION ON BUNKER HILL COURT. 
INCIDENT 
Suspicious Circumstances 
JAN 27 2001-Saturday at 23:01 
Location: PARKING LOT 70 -
Summary: OFFICER RESPONDED TO REPORT 
OF A NAKED MAN ON GETTYSBURG COURT. 
SUSPECT WAS GONE UPON OFFICERS ARRIVAL. 
SERVICE 
Resident/Tenant Lock Out 
JAN 28 2001-Sunday at 12:10 
Location: SCHOONOVER PARK 1 -
Summary: OFFICER UNLOCKED RESIDENT FOR 
LOCKED OUT TENANT ON scan COURT. 
SERVICE 
Community Policing & Problem Solving 
JAN 28 2001-Sunday at 16:00 
Location: 14/STUDENT CENTER -
Summary: OFFICER POLICED STUDENT CEN-
TER DURING OPENING HOURS FOR A SUPER 
BOWL PARTY. PARTY WAS CONTROLLED AND 
ENJOYABLE BY ALL ATIENDEES. 
BURGLARY 
Forcible Entry 
JAN 28 2001-Sunday at 22:00 
Location: 206/RESIDENCE HALL - 010053 
Summary: REPORT OF A DOOR PRYED OPEN 
AND REPORTING PARTY IS UNSURE IF PER-
SONAL ITEMS WERE REMOVED. 
INCIDENT 
Suspicious Circumstances 
JAN 28 2001-Sunday at 23:05 
Location: FREDERICK PARK 2 -
Summary: REPORT OF A FEMALE SCREAMING 
IN THE AREA OF SPOTSYLVANIA COURT. 
UNABLE TO LOCATE SUBJECT. POSSIBILITY OF 




JAN 29 2001-Monday at 09:45 
Location: PARKING LOT 18 -
Summary: CITIZEN COMPLAINED THAT A DOG 
WAS LEFT IN A VEHICLE WITH THE WINDOWS 
CLOSED. THE DOG OWNER WAS CONTACTED. 
TRAFFIC 
Traffic Collision/Injury 
JAN 30 2001-Tuesday at 10:44 
Location: 99/HEALTH CENTER - 010056 
Summary: OFFICER RESPONDED TO A SINGLE 
MOTORCYCLE INJURY IN WHICH THE DRIVER 
FELL OFF THE MOTORCYCLE. 
Soon, I will be sending out a reflection of last 
years Ride along with a website I have creat- ______________________________________________ _ 
ed. The website includes links to photos and 
i nformation from past AIDS Rides and to our 
beneficiaries, the San Francisco AIDS 
Foundation and the Los Angeles Gay and 
Lesbian Center. As always, I welcome any 
comments or questions. 
All my best, 
Angie Cricchio 
Letters to the Editor Policy 
The Otter Realm likes to hear from its 
readers. Full name, address and day time 
phone number are required for verifica-
tion purposes only, not for publication. 
Letters may be up to 300 words and 
must be factually accurate. Letters may 
be edited for length only. Threatening or 
tasteless letters will not be printed and 
will be reviewed by the Otter Realm edi-




Mail letters to: 
Otter Realm 
100 Campus Center, Building 86A 
Seaside, CA 93933 
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Cynthia Gonzalez, Liberal Studies 
What is your favorite Valentines day memory? 
When my boyfriend snuck in my room and decorated it. 
He put roses all over everything. There were balloons 
all over the ceiling and on my bed there were choco-
lates and teddy bears. 
How will the two of you celebrate this Valentine Day? 
I won't be able to see him, because he is at the police 
academy out of this area, but I will be thinking of him . 
Amanda Irwin and Lake Waters, 
members of Dan Only Band (featured at Club Days). 
Do you have any special plans for Valentines day? 
Yes, we are going to have really hot sex all day long. 
Anything elese? 
We might eat some really good food, if we have any 
time. 
Roy Foster,ESSP 
Are you doing anything fun for Valentines Day? 
My girlfriend and I are both working. 
So you won't be celebrating at all? 
I will probably give my girlfriend April a present or 
card that day, and maybe on Friday we will go out to 
dinner and a movie. 
Martina Garcia, Liberal Studies 
How do you usually spend Valentines day? 
We have a tradition in our family, that 
everybody, daughters and sons and hus-
bands, everybody gets together and we 
exchange gifts. 
Such as? 
Flowers, jewelry, cards and hugs too. 
Jessica Smiley,HCOM 
What's your most memorable Valentine's 
experience? 
Two years ago boyfriend and I went whale 
watching in Santa Cruz. As soon as we 
got out to sea I started throwing up and 
didn't stop all day, and we didn't even see 
any whales even a otter, nothing! 
Steven Rivas, D.C. Cook 
Are you going to cook your girlfriend a 
Valentines Day meal? 
No, I want to take a break from cooking 
and go out, have someone cook for me. 
Where will you eat out? 
The Whole Enchilada in Moss Landing 
then go over to the club across the street 
and dance for a while. 
Bob Furney, 
Sailing instructor 
Are you planning anything 
special for Valentines Day? 
I will probably take my 
wife out somewhere 
romantic for dinner, maybe 
Fandango Restaurant in 
Pacific Grove. 
Photos by Megan Keogh 
There is no denying that at Cal State 
Monterey Bay, school spirit is an ideal long 
in the making. Nearly plunging into the 
straining pool of developing an athletic 
program its first year in existence, CSUMB 
has worked strongly and quickly to achieve 
a diverse array of activities ranging from 
basketball to rugby to cheer. After practi-
cally five years of diligent labor developing 
sports from nonexistent to the now com-
petitive status, the athletic department is 
more than deserving of a few claps of 
praise. 
The Otter basketball team is at the height 
of exemplifying what it takes to survive in 
athletics at CSUMB. Students and coaches 
alike practice daily to ensure not an over-
whelmingly winning status, but that hard 
work truly can lead to a continuance of 
hope to do better, to eventually be better. 
After surviving a Fall semester of continual 
mishaps coupled with less and less wins, 
the men's team is finally emerging from the 
tight grip of decline and forcing open the 
doors of victory. Head Coach Bill 
McClintock explains just a few of the tribu-
lations that pervaded the team last semes-
ter as directly coinciding with having a 
• • • • • • • • i I 
"very strong, difficult practice schedule," 
due mostly to playing Cal Poly, who is NCAA 
Division 1, as well as UCDavis, NCAA 
Division 2, and continuing on to better 
teams that can offer scholarships as well as 
possess larger enrollments compared to 
Monterey. 
In addition to the competition that every 
team must face, the men's team has also 
had to deal with the loss of several players. 
There is of course the constant fear of los-
ing a player due to restrictions, lack of 
scholarships by CSUMB, and as always, the 
dark cloud of injury. Matt Dalhamer, the 
leading scorer from last year only had one 
more semester of eligibility remaining. In 
order to be able to play in the league 
games, and have a chance at the playoffs, 
Dalhamer elected to play second semester, 
a factor which makes the present team that 
much stronger. 
The addition of transfer students such as 
Alex Frank and Rocky Steryo, who were 
barred from playing due to the 16-week 
ineligibility period of first-semester trans-
ferring, are also recent assets to the team. 
Of all the players that were not playing last 
semester, two and often three are currently 
starting; a fact which McClintock admits 
"in itself makes a big difference." Although 
the team has strong new additions, there is 
always the cycle of change. Next year the 
team will be losing three talented graduat-
ing seniors, and undoubtedly receiving new 
recruits, as well. Since players and policies 
don't often remain constant, one of the few 
stable things in this sport is the spirit it 
takes to play it. 
CSUMB is lucky to now possess a winning 
and dedicated team, the proud victors of 
four recent games, but even that is not 
enough. In his second year here, Coach 
McClintock reflects that he knew the diffi-
culties which awaited him in coming to the 
school. Although impatience and struggle-
affects him the same as it does the players 
and the student body, he has enough expe-· 
rience to know that "It takes a couple of 
years to build a foundation," realizing that 
without the lure of scholarships and fame, 
school spirit justifiably takes time. 
In the hustle and bustle of classes and 
practice, it is easy to forget all the ele-
ments that combine to make anything vie-
torious. The unfailing hard work of other 
teams, such as volleyball, women's basket-
ball, cross country, and soccer; those also 
dealing with the difficulties of starting 
from scratch on a very limited athletic 
department budget, are also deserving of 
school support. With the aid of fundraising 
and community assistance, such as the 
most recent Fresh Express sponsor, as well 
as the support of CSUMB's Dance Team and 
Cheerleading squad, the cheers of the 
crowd are that much louder. 
At the last home game against Menlo 
College, the perseverance of the players 
and.the support of the school combined to 
make a close game a stunning and explo-
sive victory. McClintock sums up all the 
hard work and joys by realizing that "It is 
like anything, you have to work hard and 
prepare. We're still in the beginning stages 
here, ... and the school spirit will come ... 
''I Didn 't Know
Consumer Local. 
Maarketi11g 
Coul<l .Be So 
ReJf'ar<li1·1g '' 
Attention All Students.« .. H last week our 
average sal.es reps earned $12.00 - 14.00 . 
an hour (our top producers earned $20.00!!) 
selling the nations leading newspapers.You 
can too with our base guarantee and a 
generous commission/bonus plan. We have 
n1orning , afternoon ar1d evening schedules 
available at our modern facUity. Call today~ 
:T'he Restai·t I~oo·m, Inc 
No other information 
source covers the 
SalinasValley like 
The Californian. 
OTTER REALM STAFF 
Editor-In..;( hief 








James Green, Brian Kees, Megan 
Keogh, China Buryn, Behnaz 
Hejazian, Elizabeth Ahrens, Tracy 
Burke, Gabriela Lopez, Rudolph 
Heuser, Matthew N. Ulrich, Greg 
Newhall, Patrick Kuhl 
We're looking for Writers, 
Photographers and Cartoonists. For 
information contact Caroline Musto 
at {831) 582-4066 or sign up for 
HCOM 395, Independent Project: 
Otter Realm. Contact: Holly White 
via FirstClass. 
c:onsun1er TeleCenter 
831-394-6901 Call 758-2000 to subscribe 
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Diversity Days · 
Self and diversity awareness were the 
themes for CSUMB's weeklong event, 
Diversity Days. Students, staff and faculty 
participated in a variety of events that 
stimulated reflection on diversity, cultural 
awareness, and gave opportunities to 
explore new ideas. From Club Fest to 
speaker Elaine Brown, Diversity Days was 
an event for everyone. 
students, faculty and staff presented a 
panel on Tuesday regarding issues faced by 
the gay community. The panel consisted of 
All in the Family club members, who wore 
"Just Ask, It's OK" buttons, to inform the 
community that they were available to 
answer questions or engage in discussion 
of diversity. 'Tm glad I went, because it 
gave me an better understanding of the 
gay community and how I can be an ally to 
Monday's dinner with Winona Laduke their cause" one student said. 
appeared to be successful, as expressed by 
those who went. Winona Laduke, Native 
American activist and former Green Part 
Vice-Presidential Candidate, spoke to the 
CS UMB community about environmental, 
political and mundane issues facing soci-
ety. Prior to hearing Ms. Laduke speak, 
Hyon Chu Yi, Diversity Days Chair, thanked 
those who contributed to the planning of 
Diversity Days and informed the public of 
the week's events. Hyon Chu also discussed 
the idea of Diversity Days saying, "we don't 
require a special event to celebrated our-
selves; everyday should be a diversity day." 
Hyon Chu introduced Provost Diane Cordero 
de Noriega who then introduced Winona 
Laduke. 
Winona Laduke, who traveled with her 
youngest child to the campus, discussed 
her background in activism and said that 
the most important reason for her activism 
is her children. Along with discussing her 
background, she also gave the audience 
advice to improve issues of diversity. "The 
challenge we face as humans is to reconcile 
ourselves [with our environment, with each 
other]." 
In regards to the economy, Ms. Laduke 
pointed out the economic problems faced 
by Native Americans and the unjust distri-
bution of wealth, "Wal-Mart alone has a 
higher economy than 100 countries." 
Winona Laduke's discourse commenced a 
week of discussion with a diverse group of 
presenters and orators. 
President Smith continued discussion on 
Wednesday evening at an informal dinner. 
Here students, staff and faculty had the 
opportunity to partake in a dinner and 
roundtable discussion with President 
Smith. The free dinner covered on-campus 
issues about "achieving a more multicultur-
al learning community." Former Black 
Panther, Elaine Brown was the last speaker 
of Diversity Days and a featured speaker for 
BSU-sponsored Black History Month. 
Diversity Days participants not only lis-
tened to speakers but could also partake in 
discussion of diversity issues. Throughout 
the week, participants had the opportunity 
to take part in a variety of workshops and 
panel discussions such as Religious Wars 
and Linguistic Diversity. All in the Family, 
CSUMB's club for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgendered, Straight and Questioning 
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We don't require a special 
event to celebrated our-
selves; everyday shouldbe 
a diversity day. 
HYON CHU YI 
DIVERSITY DAYS CHAIR 
Various participants outside of the LGBT 
program panel wore the "Just Ask, It's. OK" 
as part one of the "Passive Programs" of 
Diversity Days. Participants with these but-
tons were free to answer Diversity-related 
questions or engage in a conversation of 
diversity with students that were not com-
fortable discussing those issues in a work-
shop or roundtable setting. 
Diversity Day's also had two different expe-
riential events to increase the welcoming 
of diversity among the CSUMB community. 
Thursday's DisABILITY Dinner, not only 
taught participants how to welcome diver-
sity but how a person with a disability may 
feel in having a meal. The DisAbility Dinner 
gave participants various examples of dis-
abilities, which the participants had to 
portray. Participants later were involved in 
a reflection with facilitators from Student 
Disability Resources. Margaret Keith, direc-
tor of Student Disability Resources, remind-
ed participants that a disability can occur 
to anyone at anytime of her or his life. 
But beyond speakers and panels, Diversity 
Days also held events that were entertain-
ing to all audiences and yet delivered the 
message of the importance of Diversity. On 
Wednesday Ibrahima Ngom taught students 
healing dances from Senegal, which left a 
few students sore after the lesson. Friday, 
February 2nd, kicked-off Diversity Days and 
Black History Month with "Let's Groove 
Tonight," a dance that helped participants 
"celebrate Black History Month and the 
First Annual Diversity Days at CSUMB." The 
Saratoga Annex assisted participants in 
learning how to appreciate his or her cul-
ture "as well as others" with a free event 
called Culture Sculpture. 
Two feature films were shown during 
Diversity Days. "Remember the Titans" and 
4 
"Iron Giant." Both films highlight the prob-
lems of prejudice and intolerance. 
"Remember the Titans," starring Denzel 
Washington told a true story of a football 
team and their coaches fighting a town's 
prejudice. "Iron Giant" an animated film for 
children discusses the discrimination of a 
town and how a child and his friend, an 
Iron Giant from outer space, learn to chal-
lenge discrimination and prejudice. 
Club Fest, held on Wednesday afternoon in 
the Main Quad brought together different 
student clubs and organizations to show-
case their organization and inform other 
students of upcoming events and to recruit 
new members. The main attraction of Club 
Fest was Oakland children's choir, The 
Cantare Samaritan Singers. The singers, 
composed of children, sang songs and 
recited poetry that have had an important 
influence on African American culture, such 
as the poem "Phenomenal Woman," by 
Maya Angelou. A barbecued lunch, a climb-
ing wall and back massages were only a few 
of the activities available at Club Fest. 
Along with the Cantare Samaritan Singers, 
a "thrift-hop" group, as they labeled them-
selves, called the Tremendous Trio played a 
variety of "old-school" and funk songs and 
voiced _their support for the opening of the 
Black Box Cabaret (BBC). 
The first annual Diversity Days was an 
avenue for participants to explore issues of 
diversity and of self-awareness through dif-
ferent mediums. Whether by listening to 
Winona Laduke speak, or making a culture 
sculpture, Diversity Days brought out 
awareness throughout the campus commu-
nity. The next step is, as Hyon Chu said, to 
make every day a diversity day. 
ByGabriela Lopez
I I ' ' I I 
Producing a Pliable Plan for TAT 
• • • • • • .. • • •• • • • 
CSU Monterey Bay is a small campus with 
twelve major areas of study and sometimes 
not enough money to go around. Recently, 
it has been a major concern of many par-
ticipants in the Teledramatic Arts and 
Technology (TAT) program that they are not 
getting their fair share of the budgetary 
Theater Business Plan," created last sum-
mer by a nationally known theater profes-
sional, Jerry Yoshitomi, and endorsed by 
the President's Council in October, it is 
stated that a campus the size of CSUMB 
cannot support several different theaters, 
though many people have the need for such 
pie. TAT is a CSUMB major conceived in the _ facilities (such as TAT and MPA, etc.) 
idea of linking technology with the theatri- According to Provost Dr. Diane Cordero de 
cal arts, a·n expensive process. Since majors Noriega, "The report recognizes that it 
get funding largely based on the amount of makes no sense on a campus of this size to 
students enrolled in classes, and TAT has resource the World Theater, TAT and MPA 
approximately 120 students, that isn't 
always enough to fund everything needed 
in TAT. This semester, for example, two pro-
duction classes usually offered every 
.. . academic programs are 
the first priority 
DR. DIANE CORDERO DE NORIEGA 
PROVOST 
semester (a beginner and an advanced 
level), had to be cut in half and only one 
course could remain. 
These funding issues, along with the per-
ceived division between the function of TAT 
and the function of the World Theater by 
TAT Director Benny Ambush, recently led 
him to announce his departure from 
CSUMB. Concerned students, faculty and 
staff want to know why TAT is having the 
problems they are currently experiencing. 
As far as the World Theater is concerned, it 
was never intended to be for the sole use 
of the TAT Department. In the "World 
individually to do similar work, and recom-
mends that the World Theater be the cen-
tral source of these services for all activi-
ties held in the Theater, as well as those 
produced by TAT and MPA, no matter where 
they might be held. As the World Theater 
operational infrastructure is developed, 
these services will be enhanced." Ambush 
is not in favor of the plan and was the sole 
abstaining vote at the President's Council 
meeting to endorse the plan. 
Ambush states that it is not the sharing of 
the World Theater that is the problem 
though but rather where the priorities lie. 
For example, if more than one person need 
to use the theater at the same time, some 
decision of priority would need to be made. 
Provost Cordero de Noriega continues, "One 
challenge that we as a rapidly growing 
campus currently face is the need for addi-
tional space for classrooms, specialized 
instruction and offices. At this time, the 
World Theater serves as the site for a wide 
variety of functions, and in that capacity is 
a university-wide facility. Part of the ten-
sion we as a campus currently feel about 
the use of the World Theater is that there 
is no alternative space for performances, 
rehearsals, performance-based classes 
(such as TAT's acting, production and film 
courses), and large gatherings that require 
the technology available in the World 
Theater. The World Theater is currently 
There is no doubt th.at TAT 
is an expensive degree 
program, and the campus 
will be challenged to keep 
the technology current, as 
well as expand· the pro-
gram to serve a growing 
number of students. 
DR. DIANE CORDERO DE NORIEGA 
PROVOST 
called upon to serve all of these needs, 
which it cannot continue to do in the long 
run. The World Theater report acknowledges 
that the campus will need to develop alter-
native space for many of these events, 
courses and activities. Until that occurs, 
there will continue to be more demand for 
the World Theater than can be reasonably 
met, and conflicts will undoubtedly contin-
ue to arise which require rescheduling or 
relocating. The day-to-doy decisions on 
what activities will be held in the World 
Theater rest with the World Theater staff, 
who work extremely closely with the TAT 
and MPA Directors, faculty and students. It 
is my understanding that this last semes-
ter, great effort was taken to avoid dis-
turbing courses that had been scheduled in 
the World Theater when conflicting activi-
ties and events arose. Given that TAT has 
chosen to schedule a larger number of 
classes in the World Theater this semester, 
the potential for conflict has increased." 
This "potential" for conflict is a very real 
concern for Ambush, as several of TAT's 
classes need to use that space, seven this 
semester. In a meeting between Ambush, 
Cordero de Noriega and President Peter 
Smith however, Cordero de Noriega's assur-
ance was that, "there is agreement that the 
academic programs are the first priority." 
Cordero de Noriega says that while she 
understands what Ambush's view is regard-
ing the World Theater (that the Theater 
operation should be absorbed into the TAT 
program), "that simply isn't possible, given 
the variety of uses and the broader vision 
we have as a campus for this facility," 
Cordero de Noriega finishes. 
As far as the budget problems go, those 
seem to be university wide. CSUMB, no 
longer in its' infancy, is now facing the 
growing pains of moving from the 
enhanced start-up costs it once received to 
the now typical California State University 
funding. TAT is an expensive major when 
compared to others and the Provost recog-
nizes the challenge of keeping all the tech-
nology up-to-date. "There is no doubt that 
TAT is an expensive degree program," 
CSUMB is Going the Distance with Ready2Net 
begins Cordero de Noriega, " and the cam-
pus will be challenged to keep the technol-
ogy current, as well as expand the program 
to serve a growing number of students." 
TAT has been encouraged to propose a 
"realistic budget" for TAT through the cur-
rent budget development process. Cordero 
de Noriega states, "We (Ambush, Smith and 
Cordero de Noriega) agreed that in order to 
avoid conflicts, we need to develop an 
annual schedule for the World Theater and 
then respect that schedule. The World 
Theater plan proposes a scheduling proce-
dure, which we will be implementing next 
year. President Smith and I both reassured 
Mr. Ambush that we fully support TAT and 
its students and faculty." 
Finally, as far as Ambush's departure from 
CSUMB, he says it still cannot be avoided. 
Even after recent meetings with the 
President and Provost and assurance of 
continued support, Ambush still feels he 
can no longer continue at CSUMB. Ambush 
mentioned that it is difficult to look his 
students in the eyes and not feel like he is 
able to deliver what has been promised to 
them by the mission of TAT. 
According to many, Ambush is a valued 
member of the campus community and the -
Provost states, "I have great admiration for 
Mr. Ambush and am saddened that he has 
decided to leave CSUMB at the end of this 
academic year." Ambush's replacement will 
be the sixth TAT director in· six years. 
• 
On January 31, 2001 California State 
University Monterey Bay's President, Dr. 
Smith, took part in a nationwide satellite 
and internet telecast regarding the future 
of colleges and the integration of technol-
ogy. This is Ready2Net, and this was the 
first of four large-scale broadcasts that will 
be conducted, ranging in topics from e-
commerce for colleges, to distance learn-
ing, to wireless applications in a learning 
environment. During these discussions, 
several of the top educators in the acade-
mic learning system talk about technologi-
cal issues and the impact it will have on 
staff, faculty, and students alike. The first 
of these four sessions dealt with the con-
cept of distance learning classes over the 
Internet. 
With the establishment of CSU Monterey 
Bay, the idea of distance learning has been 
something the campus has strived to 
achieve. Steve Reed, the associate VP for 
University Relations, stat_ed that, "we have 
actually hoped we would be able to do that 
immediately." Imagine taking a class from 
Chico State in the comfort of your own 
room, at your own computer, and it is clear 
why CSUMB's forefathers felt distance 
learning would be an intricate part of the 
curriculum. The idea behind distance learn-
ing is simple classes are taken at a dis-
tance, and the only time, if at all, the stu-
dent enters the classroom is on the first 
day, or for large class projects. The rest of 
the work is done outside of the university, 
reducing the number of students that must 
remain on campus. Another benefit of 
Distance Learning is the accessibility it 
provides for students with disabilities or 
special needs who, otherwise, might not be 
able to attend classes. This method of 
teaching, however, does not take into con-
sideration the diverse abilities of the stu-
dents in a given classroom. To remedy this, 
CSU Monterey Bay created a model for 
teaching distance learning, a framework 
that is being mimicked in other campuses 
throughout California. 
For teaching over a vast difference to be 
effective, learning must take place. The 
campus has strived to integrate technology 
into its curriculum, making the transition 
from classroom to home room effortless. 
Online discussion boards and mailing lists 
make it easy for students to discuss class 
topics, and with the ability to send video 
through the campus servers, a real-time 
classroom can be created. The faculty 
seems ready for this transition, "we're not 
going to have to take many steps ... " Steve 
commented. "We are a new campus, and 
the new campuses have already assimilated 
this technology. As far as a campus com-
munity accepting digital communication, it 
is as much a part [ of us] as our DNA." With 
email and FirstClass being fundamental 
skills, applying these skills to the class-
room, and later the workplace would be the 
ultimate practicality. 
As futuristic as it may seem, online cours-
es are quickly becoming a reality. Students 
wishing to fulfill the Technology/ 
Information University Learning 
Requirement have the option to take an 
online version of CST 101, Tech Tools. Soon 
students will be able to take other courses 
online. 
The discussions held during this satellite 
and web broadcast dealt with the issues of 
education, and the topics discussed will 
5 
have a direct impact on the methods of 
teaching with technology implemented in 
the future. This being the first of four talks, 
the other three vary in coverage, including 
the training and certification of teachers in 
an online environment, March 1, what cam-
puses must do in order to compete in an 
online business, April 5, and the impact of 
wireless networks on a campus environ-
ment, May 2. Each focused talk deals 
directly with issues that impact students, 
and will be available for downloading over
the Internet at CSUMB's website: 
http://ready2net.monterey.edu. 
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The time has finally come for the Class of 
Spring 2001 to put their party hats on. 
• I I I 
able cap and gown, have your picture 
taken, check out the spelling of your name 
we have learned. So, although it is a lot of used to determine the students who will 
work, it truly is a worthwhile effort in the receive honors is the cumulative GPA of 
located off Second Avenue near Gen. Jim 
Moore Blvd. This is an outdoor ceremony 
Senior commencement is just around the in the commencement program, and basi- end. This year's campus-wide celebration of coursework from all institutions attended. and will be held rain or shine so advise 
corner and the excitement is definitely in cally do everything necessary to prepare the Senior Capstone Festival will be held on To find out if you are getting an award your guests to be prepared. As for the cer-
the air. Along with the commencement cer- yourself for the big day. There will be a May 24th and 25th. · Times and locations check the list at Grad Fest. Academic honor emony procedure itself, students will be 
emony there are many other important number of people available to answer any will be announced by each department as cords will be given to students receiving called to the platform and individually rec-
activities to remember, such as the Senior questions that the nervous and deliriously the date draws near. Academic Honors to wear at the ognized. The ceremony will proceed alpha-
Capstone Festival (which not one single excited seniors may have. You don't want 
senior is likely to forget) and the Senior to miss this. As for the rest of Along with the many activities in store for 
Commencement Awards. 
There are many exciting events that have 
been planned in honor of graduating 
ConGRADulations week, stay tuned for graduating seniors there are awards galore 
details about other events. to be given out. To start, the awards cere-
mony will be held on May 25th from 
As all CSUMB students know, capstone is a 4:30pm-6:30pm at the University Center. 
Commencement Ceremony. Students who betically by major. Tickets are not required 
are awarded Distinction in the Major are for attendance and guests should be in 
chosen by the faculty of their academic their seats by 9:45am. Disabled parking 
program and will be notified by the depart- and seating will be available, as well as 
ment. American Sign Language interpretation for 
individuals with hearing limitations. Keep 
seniors. These activities will take place BIG deal. From the minute you step foot on Tickets are required for admittance. They Finally, we reach the Senior Commencement in mind that this is Memorial Day Weekend 
from April 3-11, a week that has been fit- this campus as a student you hear whispers are free. of charge, and will be available at Ceremony, the culmination of our struggles and it would be wise to make hotel accom-
tingly named ConGRADutations week. As of of the graduation project that will take the UC after April 10th: The Awards and triumphs in higher education. For some modations early. If not yet sure of where to 
right now there are only two events sched- over your life in your last semester. It Ceremony will honor the recipients of the it is the end of their school career, for oth- start on this arduous task of making reser-
uled. The first is Career Day at the sounds scary at first, but thecloser it gets student awards (see sidebar) and students ers it is the next step. However, it is a vations for the entire family, call Resort To 
University Center on April 4th from the less intimidating it really is. As seniors, awarded Academic Honors and Distinction proud day for all, regardless of where the Me at #646-9250 first. This is a reservation 
10am-2pm. Next, on April 10th from we have worked so hard to get to this point in the Majors. The academic honor criteria 
9:30am-9:30pm, GradFest will be held at in our undergraduate education. This is our are as follows: 3.0-3.49 for Cum Laude, 
the University Center. This is when you can chance to show the world (or at least 3.5-3.74 for Magna Cum Laude and 
purchase announcements, the ever fashion- everyone who attends the Festival) what 3.75-4.0 for Summa Cum Laude. The GPA 
Fran Spector Atkins, CSU Monterey Bay bal-
let, modern dance, and yoga teacher owns 
her own ballet school and dance company, 
Spector Dance, located at CSUMB. Fran is a 
highly motivated and respected dancer 
that combines ballet, modern dance, and 
modern technology to show the interested 
spectator the fine art of dance. Fran 
believes that dancing is an art form that 
can be studied historically, scientifically 
and emotionally. She uses the form of clas-
sic ballet and turns it into the beauty of 
modern dancing in attempt to cross cultur-
al boundaries. 
Fran Spector Atkins mentions that she is 
constantly investigating the process and 
theory of ballet. For instance, why do we 
plie, why do we tondue? After understand-
ing the theory and process of ballet, we 
can use our bodies to help access our inner 
voice through dance. According to Fran, 
ballet is something that one must devote 
themselves to. After doing that, Fran 
believes that a student can then appreciate 
the outcome of relaxation, being physical-
ly healthy as well as mentally healthy, and 
aware of one's body. Spector Atkins 
believes that ballet is a "user friendly" 
activity that can be personal, inventive, 
challenging, experimentaL and thought 
provoking. 
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Fran has traveled all across the world danc-
ing in countries including Denmark, Egypt, 
England, Israel, the island of Guam, and 
Taiwan . She has danced with teachers 
including Zena Rommett and Richard 
Gibson. Fran danced for The Incredible 
Journey Dance Company as well as the 
Mariko Sanjo Dance company, both in New 
York City. She mentioned that she began 
ballet during her first year at Boston 
University after dancing with guest chore-
ographer Twila Tharpe for two weeks. 
"Those two weeks changed my life," 
Spector Atkins said. Fran believed that was 
a calling for her and soon after she traveled 
to New York City to pursue her dream. 
After a typical class, Fran hugs each stu-
dent and discusses the progress that has 
been made during the class time. Dr. Jo 
Ann Cannon, faculty here at CSUMB, has 
seen Fran Spector Atkins teach and men-
tioned, "Her teaching style is incredibly 
kind and even, which as an educator I find 
most rare." Fran believes that she has 
given herself the opportunity of a lifetime 
and has chosen a path of life that has lead 
her to many successes and accomplish-
ments. She notes with a subtle smile and a 
warm tone, "Ballet is what I love to do and 
I want to share that with the community in 
the best way that I can." 
individual goes from there. The long antic- service that helps find accommodations on 
ipated ceremony will be held on Saturday the Monterey Peninsula for the right price. 
May 26th at 10:00am-12:00pm. The cere- Or, check out their website at 
mony will be held -at Freeman Stadium, www.resort2me.com. 
FORGET THE WHIP, INDY -
JUST PASS THE CHEESE DOODLES 
Cheez Doodles could save your life. When 
archaeologist/anthropologist/rocket sys-
tems designer Charles Pellegrino goes 
exploring, he always takes a bag of Cheez 
Doodles: "A Cheez Doodle on the end of 
tweezer will burn for at least two minutes. 
A bag of them can provide you with an 
extra hour of light if you're stuck under-
ground," he writes in his book, Return to 
Sodom and Gomorrah. 
In 1981, Pellegrino was exploring a New 
Zealand cave looking for the remains of a 
centuries-dead Maori princess. A quarter 
mile inside the mountain, all his spare 
lights had either malfunctioned or were 
destroyed. As he lit a Cheez Doodle for 
light, his life was saved when the light 
revealed "a 10-foot drop onto a field of 
stalagmites, pointing up like a hundred 
swords." 
Charles Pellegrino is a cross betwee·n 
Albert Einstein and Indiana Jones. He 
worked on the deep-sea robot that probed 
"The Titanic," designed an anti-matter 
rocket and his article in Omni magazine on 
cloning dinosaurs was the inspiration for 
"Jurassic Park." Return to Sodom and 
Gomorrah is quickly turning into one of my 
favorite books of all time. 
At first glance, it appears to be an easy-to-
read book on archaeological evidence of 
Old Testament stories. But, a few pages 
into it, you are swept up into a whirlpool 
of interconnectedness: "All philosophy 
ultimately dovetails with religion - which 
is ultimately reducible to history. All his-
tory is ultimately reducible to biology. 
Biology is ultimately reducible to chem-
istry. Chemistry is ultimately reducible to 
physics. Physics is ultimately reducible to 
mathematics. And mathematics is ulti-
mately reducible to philosophy." 
From continental drift and the creation of 
the Nile River, to quantum mechanics, 
Pellegrino tries to capture and explain 
eternity in 350 pages. He comes pretty 
close. If you have questions about who we 
are, where we came from and where we're 
going, you definitely need to read this 
book. And if you need a good reading 
light, I suggest a good lamp. Save your 
Cheez Doodles for snacking. 
©2001 King Features Synd., Inc. 
AMERICAOnline
-
• It's well-known that war is expensive, 
but it's not just modern wars. In 1862, 
the Union effort in the Civil War cost 
$1,300,000 per day. 
• "It's not that I don't know what to do. 
The problem is where to start." This was 
said centuries ago by an Eastern prince 
upon being given a gift by his father -
50 concubines. 
• Cough drops have been around for cen-
turies. It was in Egypt in 1000 B.C. when 
confectioners first made hard candies 
from honey, and it was soon discovered 
that sucking on the candy soothed 
coughing. 
• Surprisingly few people realize that the 
powerful ruler of Russia, Catherine the 
Great, was a servant as a child. 
• Every April, people gather in Kansas to 
trade samples of barbed wire at the 
Kansas Barbed Wire Swap. 
• The harlequin tree frog,. like most frogs, 
has webbing between its toes. Unlike 
other frogs, however, it doesn't use this 
webbing to swim; it uses it to glide 
through the air. 
• An item to add to the list of odd place-
names: Lickskillet, Georgia. Evidently, 
there was once a large fish fry event held 
in the town, and one man who came was 
exceedingly fond of fish. He offered to
lick the skillet that the fish was fried in; 
hence the name of the town. Reportedly, 
there's also a Lickskillet in Alabama and 
one in North Carolina. 
• Ancient Peruvians dabbled in medical 
science. They believed that some illness-
es could be cured by drilling a hole in 
the patient's skull. Forty percent of those 
who underwent this procedure died 
immediately; there are no statistics to 
show how many died later, of complica-
tions from the primitive surgery. Notter-
ribly scientific, it seems. 
• Thought for the Day: "There's no limit to 
how complicated things can get, on 
account of one thing always leading to 
another." - E.B. White 
©2001 King Features Synd. , Inc. 
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20 Prentiss or 
Poundstone 
21 Kind of 
quartz 
















32 James of 
"Misery" 
35 Clods 

























53 32 Across' 101 Wax device 
co-star 103 Praise 
56 Moun- 105 Summon 
taineers' mommy 
gear 106 Enthusiastic 
59 "Darn!" review 
61 Envelope 108 Hamlet's 
abbr. line 
63 Indeed 113 "Islands in 
65 Egyptian the -" 
Nobelist ('83 hit) 
66 "Battle Cry" 115 Frame of 
author mind 
67 Alibi 116 "Nonsense!" 
68 Coaching 117 Terrible 
legend 118 Boar's 
72 Came by beloved 
73 Exclude 120 Rigatoni 
7 4 Actress relative 
Hagen 123 Bridal path? 
75 Misjudge 127 Brainchild 
76 "Make a 128 Hebrew text 
decision!" 131 Survival 
80 Big -, CA option 
81 "What-, 134 "Oh, woe!" 
a mind 135 Honshu 
reader?" metropolis 
82 Appearance 136 Furry 
83 Royal abbr. fisherman 
84 Most 137 Tourist isle 
meager 138 Riga 
86 Pres., e.g. resident 
87 Delhi dress 139 Katmandu's 
88 Assail country 
90 Author 140 Peter of 
Grafton Herman's 
91 Cry over a Hermits 
mouse? 141 List ender 














7 8 9 
4 Give it 43 Bulldogs 96 Sgt. or cpl. 
one's awl? , 44 A shape 97 Solid 
5 Cal. page that stops circle 
6 Guitarist traffic 98 New York 
Sussman 49 Tiny Tom city 
7 Acted 50 Soap opera, 100 Polo's place 
promptly? e.g. 102 Bk. conven-
e Besides 52 Cassius' ience 
9 Ecclesiastic cohort 104 - -wop 
10 Cartog- 54 Pupil's 107 Singer 
rap he r's place Sheena 
creation 55 Medieval 109 Literary 
11 Give it - menial pseudonym 
(try) 57 Bouquet 110 Bright 
12 Hasty 58 Mississippi inventor? 
13 That's no port 111 Dictator 
bull! 60 Gary and 112 Pyramus' 
14 Grammy Elizabeth paramour 
winner 62 Kickoff · 113 Move 
Woody 64 Muppet like 
15 Dragon or drummer 51 Across 
Dracula 68 Quiet 114 "Archie" 
16 Words for a partner? character 
wimp 69 Hosts 117 Push-button 
17 Lord's lair 70 Halloween predeces-
18 Spirited greeting sor 
steed 71 Ancient 119 Envelop 
24 Norwegian deity 121 Schipa or 
name 73 Shake- Jackson 
29 Disconso- spearean 122 Up on 
late tragedy 124 Flatten 
33 Humorist 77 German a fly 
Buchwald poet 125 Kedrova of 
34 Tide type 78 Air bear? "Zorba the 
36 Earliest 79 Flexed, as Greek" 
37 Word with muscles 126 Runner 
cow or 85 Born Zatopek 
horse 87 Italian wine 129 Record 
39 Acts like a 88 "The abbr. 
chicken Jungle 130 Smith or 
40 Tennis Book" Foster 
stroke bear 132 Novelist 
41 Bell 89 Glum drop? Kesey 
Wells 94 Parental 133 Vein 
42 Donkey doc sibling contents 
-10- 1-1--.-1_2__,.1_3__,'"""14- 16 17 18 
Answers on back page 
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February 15-17 
What: The Vagina Monologues 
When: 8pm 
Where: The World Theater 
Cost: $3 for CSUMB students, $5 
all others 
For more information: Please 
contact Ethan Brown at 831-
582-4067 ext3 
February 17 




Where: In the lot adjacent to 
the Otter Sports Center 
Cost: $5, includes tailgate food 
and admission to both games 
following the party (Students 
can use their meal cards) 
Two games will follow the tail-
gate party. The Women's basket-
ball team will play UC Santa 
Cruz at 5:30pm and the Men's 
basketball team will play CSU 
Maritime at 7:30pm. 
Parking: Free in lots 86 and 99 
Barbecue and all the trimmings 
provided by the fabulous "Carlos 
and crew BARBEQUE." Meet the 
teams and coaches. 
For more information: Please 
call Bill Trumbo at 831-582-
4270 
February 17 
What: Men and Women's 
Basketball v. College of 
February 23 
What: "Our Future in Space" 
by Sally Ride, the first 
American Woman in 
Space 
When: 9:30pm for private recep-
tion, 7:30pm for lecture only 
Where: University Center 
For more information: Please 
call 831-751-1858 
Notre Dame *DOUBLE February 24 
HEADER What: Musical Planting Days 
When: Women's - 5:30pm, Mens When: 10am-2pm 
7:30 Where: Follow signs from free-
Where: Otter Sports Center 
For more information: Please 
call 
way 
For more information: Please 
contact Drew Ready via First 
Class 831-582-3015 
February 18 February 28 
What: Surf Monterey 
When: 10AM 
What: A Black History Banquet 
When: 6:00pm-8:00pm 
Where: Meet at Building 93 
For more information: Please 
contact Julia Montgomery at 
831-582-4644 
Where: The University Center 
Ballroom 
For more information: Please 
contact Asya Guillory at 
831-582-3960 
Fellows work directly 
with state legislators, the 
Governor's office and 
other constitutional 
officers, and the Supreme 
and Superior Courts, to 




e'x:ic .• t.•ir,n opportunities to 
start careers in 
public service. 
For more information, contact: 
The Center for California Studies 
California State University, Sacramento 
6000 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95819-6081 





PERSONAL KARATE TRAINING: The Art of Martial Virtue - Tangsoodo 
MooDukKwan "Self-Defense, by Shapes" classes. Small group or private 
lessons by appointment offered by 6th Deg ree Black Belt Master. Contact: 
instructor Mr. Wm. Laird@ 831-384-1293, or CSUMB, ICCS x3565 
What: Kayak the Salinas River 
When: 8am 
Where: Meet at building 93 
For more information: Please 
contact Julia Montgomery at 
831-582-4644 
ACUPRESSURE Relax tension, reduce pain, enhance athletic perfor-
mance! Help relieve fatigue, headaches, back, neck, arm, shoulder, hip, 
leg and knee pain, tendomuscular pain, menstrual/menopausal imbal-
ances and gastrointestinal problems. Session $45 / home visit $50 
Stephanie Haines Registered Jin Shin Do Acupressurist 831-659-4207 
Every Tuesday 
What: Rinse (DJs and dancing) 
When: 10pm - lam 
Where: University Center Living 
Room 
For more information: Please 
contact Julia Montgomery via 
First Class 
Every Thursday 
What: Piecemakers Quilting 
Group 
When: 12noon-1:00pm 
Where: MLC room 171 
For more information: Please 
contact Lynda Haddox via First 
Class 
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Plus soups und sund:rotches mad.e fresh tn our on .. -stte cufc 
Happq Hour from 4.00 to 7.00 l)a'ilq 
. an .00 , off of onq pint of beer 
J3ring 1n this ad .. for n · 
20% ·niscoui1t on an\l· 
Snndu:ri.c'h 
2'26 fs. -~eind,olla.r fiuepqe, ~9:rina. 
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